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In this exhibition, Nel draws on his experience of being at and thinking about places where the unthought has become manifest: how does one demonstrate that our universe is heliocentric? How does one work out the circumference of earth, and how far away the sun is? What tools can one use to determine the speed of light—and what more can one learn once this is known? Where did these intellectual epiphanies take place, and what does it mean to stand quietly before the blackboard where Arago calculated the girth of our planet? How does his line, his zero degree, set in the floor of the Centre for Astrophysics in Paris, affect the viewer, knowing that British declaration of the zero meridian at Greenwich, nullified the French intention? Is it possible to recover a frisson of the awe as the relationships between mass, energy and the speed of light became apparent by going back to the place where this new knowledge finally coalesced in consciousness?

In his travels, Nel has visited Galileo’s tomb in Florence, where the scientist, so disgraced in his own lifetime for daring to think beyond the orthodox, was re-interred once the Catholic Church finally conceded its error regarding the structure of the universe. For Nel, the black marble inlay that forms part of the sarcophagus seemed a stony mirror of the two
degree expanse of deep space that the COSMOS project is mapping just below the constellation of Leo, and which he has represented in his work. It is not what is there, some vestige of Galileo’s mortal remains in the silent church, that is important; it is the thought that he gave life to, which lives on—a rational structure which he believed magnified the glory of God rather than diminished it, but only if the quiet visitor brings Galileo’s knowledge to the place. In some sense, this final resting place memorialises the end of the Ptolemaic universe and marks the vindication of the pursuit of understanding. Galileo’s tomb is the sky.

The Centre for Astrophysics in Paris is the subject of four of the drawings on exhibition. It has been a centre where things which are difficult to think about have been thought. Keeping out the light refers to one of the meetings of the astrophysicists of the COSMOS project where the group sought darkness to be able to observe the faintest traces of light, sought as a part of the observations that are helping people to understand the origins of the cosmos. Here, where the speed of light was finally captured in human thought, the speed of light has become an instrument for trying to understand deep time, looking at images of stars as they existed billions of years ago. Here is a place where the ineffable is fought and wrestled with until it yields some of its secrets—and leads thinkers and explorers on to greater conundrums.

Kealakekua Bay on the Big Island of Hawaii is the site where James Cook, the British explorer and scientist, was both hailed as a god and later killed in a tumultuous clash of belief and error. The remote cove,
below the cliffs known as the Way of the Gods, where Cook died is marked by a white obelisk, an imperial marker in a foreign landscape. Its presence signifies a moment which changed both cultures irrevocably. Nel returns to this site regularly whenever the COSMOS team meets in Hawaii: the Subaru telescope on the rim of the nearby volcano, Mauna Kea, is used to observe the two square degree field of the cosmos.

While Nel has worked with the COSMOS scientists, helping to project their own thinking back to them in visual terms, these periodic meetings have also afforded him opportunities to contemplate some of the places where spiritual thought and the artistic imagination have provided their own unique challenges to the borders of human thought. It has meant being able to visit and consider Duchamp’s final work, the installation, *Étant donné*, where one is confronted by an aged set of studded, wooden doors. One is able to peer voyeuristically through two tiny holes in the closed doors at an enigmatic vision which is both sensuous but intellectually disruptive, a world that draws one in and repels one simultaneously. Duchamp’s last contribution deeply challenges the artistic conventions around propriety, and opens, as it were, the doors to the overtly pornographic works of Jeff Koons. Koons in turn subverts the accepted relationship between sexuality, spirituality and the transcendent, ironic in his shifting the boundaries of perception. Nel explores these layered complexities in his own drawing, *Étant donnés: the birth of Jeff Koons*.

Nel’s respect for the power of Duchamp’s role in the development of new ways of thinking in art is also reflected in *Fresh window: Duchamp’s obscurity is not overrated*. Nel regards Duchamp’s work as the most
serious challenge to the traditional notion of art as a window into another world, of art simply as optical rendering. Duchamp’s work, as much as that of the scientists that Nel works with, is about the representation of thought, of the creation of meaning in the face of the unknowable.

Nel’s work with the COSMOS team has also given rise to opportunities to be in Japan, and while there, he always makes his way to Ryõan-ji in Kyoto, the great fifteenth century rock and sand garden, that has been faithfully raked each day since its inception. Sitting on the viewing platform, one contemplates a Japanese codified informality, the apparently artless antifce of the seventeen stones afloat in a sea of sand. In Nel’s drawings, he dwells on the mystery of the simple yet compelling beauty of the place. The eye crosses the boundary of black pebbles and granite, and is drawn through the infinity of the field of sand into the utter singularity of the present.

In all these works, Nel himself grapples with the paradox of being there, but not being there: of being able to use, as it were, the physical co-ordinates of place, to project oneself momentarily, imaginatively into the mind-world of others whose thoughts have extended the terrain of consciousness. In creating these images, it is as if Nel himself begins to plot a map of sites where human thought takes a quantum leap and breaks through the barriers of obstructing thought.
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